We introduce and present the general solution of three two-term fractional differential equations of mixed Caputo/Riemann Liouville type. We then solve a Dirichlet type Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem for a fractional differential equation derived from a special composition of a Caputo and a Riemann-Liouville operator on a finite interval where the boundary conditions are induced by evaluating Riemann-Liouville integrals at those end-points. For each 1/2 < α < 1 it is shown that there is a finite number of real eigenvalues, an infinite number of non-real eigenvalues, that the number of such real eigenvalues grows without bound as α → 1 − , and that the fractional operator converges to an ordinary two term SturmLiouville operator as α → 1 − with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Finally, two-sided estimates as to their location are provided as is their asymptotic behavior as a function of α.
Introduction
Fractional Sturm-Liouville Problems (FSLP) generalize classical SLP in that the ordinary derivatives are replaced by fractional derivatives, or derivatives of fractional order. As an introduction the interested reader may wish to consult the great variety of works on the subject, starting with books such as [8, 16, 19] . It turns out that such fractional equations have seen many applications in science and engineering in problems such as capturing the dynamical behaviors of amorphous materials, e. g., polymer and porous media [13, 18] or the superior modeling of the anomalous diffusion in materials with memory, e. g., viscoelastic materials for which the mean square variance grows faster (superdiffusion) or slower (subdiffusion) than in a Gaussian process [5, 14, 20] .
One of the major differences between fractional and ordinary derivatives lies in the global nature of the former and to the local nature of the latter. Thus in order to get information on the fractional derivative of a function at a given point one needs to have a knowledge of the original function on a semi-interval! The ordinary circular trigonometric functions that occur in the classical theory are now to be replaced by Mittag-Leffler functions. So, it is conceivable and practical that physical problems involving past memory and also equations with delay be governed using such fractional derivatives [17, 21, 12] .
The question at the core of this paper involves the determination of analytical solutions and subsequent spectrum of a fractional Sturm-Liouville equation with zero potential function and fixed end homogeneous boundary conditions. As can be seen below even such an innocuous question can require a tremendous effort. To the best of our knowledge, the vast majority of scientific papers have paid attention to a numerical solution of such equations (see [3, 22, 1, 2] ).
Of note here is Klimek and Agrawal's work [10] in which the fractional operators are different from those usually defined in the literature in the sense that they contain left and right Riemann-Liouville and left and right Caputo fractional derivatives. They were also able to prove that, under suitable conditions, if the eigenvalues exist then they are real and that the eigenfunctions enjoy the same orthogonal property as in the classical case [9] .
Preliminaries

Fractional Calculus
We recall some basic definitions in ODE's and results of importance in the fractional calculus. The Wronskian of two differentiable functions f (t) and g(t) is defined as usual by
. If f (t) and g(t) are two solutions of a second order linear differential equation and W (f, g)(t) = 0 for some t, then we say that f (t) and g(t) are linearly independent and these functions are referred to as a fundamental set of solutions (FSS). 
1)
and
respectively. Here Γ(α) denotes Euler's Gamma function. The following property is easily verified. 
3)
respectively, where f is sufficiently differentiable and n − 1 ≤ α < n. 
respectively, where f is sufficiently differentiable and n − 1 ≤ α < n.
Property 2.2. (Lemma 2.19 [11] .) Assume that 0
. Then the following fractional integration by parts formula holds
Property 2.3. (Property 2.1 [8] .) Let 0 < α < β, then the following identities hold:
Property 2.4. For a ≤ t < b, 0 < α < 1 we have,
where B(z; γ, θ) is the "Incomplete Beta function" defined by
Property 2.6. (Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 [8] .
, then the following equalities
The Mittag-Leffler function
The function E δ (z) defined by
was introduced by Mittag-Leffler [15] . In particular, when δ = 1 and δ = 2, we have
The Mittag-Leffler function E δ,θ (z), generalizing the one in (2.8) is normally defined by
Of course, when θ = 1, E δ,θ (z) coincides with the Mittag-Leffler function (2.8):
Two other particular cases of (2.10) are as follows:
Property 2.9. If 0 < δ < 2 and µ ∈ ( δπ 2 , min(π, δπ)), then function E δ,θ (z) has the following asymptotic expansion as |z| → ∞ (see [8] )
The Laplace transform
Definition 2.4. The Laplace transform of a function f (t) defined for all t ≥ 0, is the function F (s) defined by
whenever the integral exists, where s is the frequency parameter.
Definition 2.5. The inverse Laplace transform of a function F (s) is then given by the line integral
where the integration is done along the vertical line ℜ(s) = γ in the complex plane such that γ is greater than the real part of all the singularities of F (s).
Definition 2.6. The convolution of f (t) and g(t) supported on only [0, ∞) is defined by
whenever the integral exists.
Property 2.11. If f (t) is assumed to be a differentiable function and its derivative is of exponential type, then L{f
Property 2.13. By definition of the left fractional integral (2.1), we can rewrite
So, by virtue of (2.14) and Property 2.12, we have
Property 2.14. The definition of the left Caputo fractional derivative (2.3) and Properties 2.13 and 2.11, gives us, for 0 < α < 1,
Property 2.15. Similarly, the definition of the left Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative (2.5), and Properties 2.13 and 2.11 gives us, for 0 < α < 1,
Fundamental set of Solutions (FSS)
In this section, we consider three features of a differently defined fractional Sturm-Liouville operator. This operator is a composition of a left Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative with a right Caputo fractional derivative as follows:
By a solution of (3.1) is meant a function
Applying the right fractional integral on (3.1) and using the second relation of Property 2.8 we obtain
Now, by taking the left fractional integral of the above equation followed by the first relation in Property 2.6, and then Property 2.1, we get
in which I 1−α a + y(t)| t=a and D α a + y(t)| t=b are constants to be determined by imposing one or more initial/boundary conditions. The two solutions y 1 (t) = (t−a)
and y 2 (t) = (t−a) α Γ(α+1) are then fundamental solutions of (3.1) since both of them satisfy the equation (3.1) separately, as is readily verified, they are linearly independent and finally
is not identically zero in the whole interval [a, b] and has just discontinuity at point a. Observe that y ′ 2 (t) = y 1 (t).
Remark 3.1. It is worth noting that as α approaches 1, (3.1) reduces to −y ′′ = 0, our two solutions y 1 (t) and y 2 (t) converge to 1 and (t − a) respectively, and (3.2) then becomes y(t) = y(a) + y ′ (b)(t − a), which authenticates classical results. We also have lim α→1 W (y 1 , y 2 )(t) = 1.
Associated to (3.1) is another similar but quite different composition i.e.,
Applying the right fractional integral on (3.1) and using the second relation in Property 2.6, we have
Now, by taking the left fractional integral on the above equation, using Properties 2.8 and 2.4, and introducing the function ψ(t; a, b, α) by
we obtain y(t) = y(a)
So, we can say FSS is {1, ψ(t; a, b, α)}, since both of them satisfy the equation ( 
The function ψ(t; a, b, α) has a discontinuity at t = b when 0 < α ≤ In order to determine the constant value I
Next, we substitute the right hand side of (3.5) into (3.4) and we obtain the general solution of equation (3.3) as follows
in which y(a) and y(b) are constants to be determined by imposing the boundary conditions. Feature 3.1. For 0 < α < 1 consider the following two term fractional Sturm-Liouville equation
By taking the Laplace transform on both sides of equation (3.6) and using Property 2.14, we have
and then using Property 2.15, we get
It can be readily obtained
By taking the inverse Laplace transform in order to gain y(t), we get
On the other hand,
(by virtue of Property 2.15)
.
Consequently, assuming z = −λt 2α , δ = 2α and θ = α in (2.13), we can write from above equation
as |λ| → ∞. For real positive eigenvalues λ and in accordance with t ∈ [0, 1], we have arg(−λt 2α ) = π. Hence, the second term of the right hand side of the above equation vanishes due to Property 2.9 and we get
In similar manner, we can obtain
So, using (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), we can write the general solution of (3.6) as, 10) in which I 1−α 0 + y(t)| t=0 and D α 0 + y(t)| t=0 are constants to be determined using the initial conditions. The two linearly independent functions y 1 (t; α, λ) = 1 t 1−α E 2α,α (−λt 2α ) and y 2 (t; α, λ) = t α E 2α,α+1 (−λt 2α ) satisfy the equation (3.6), separately so, they form a fundamental set of solutions. It is readily verified that y ′ 2 (t; α, λ)) = y 1 (t; α, λ). Note that (3.10) may have been obtained alternately using the method of successive approximations.
Remark 3.2. When α approaches 1, equation (3.6) turns into −y ′′ = λy and its fundamental set of solu-
} due to (2.9), (2.11) and (2.12). This shows that our results are a generalization of classical the ones. Imposing these boundary conditions on the general solution of (3.10) with D α 0 + y(t)| t=0 = 0 and using that
we get E 2α,2 (−λ) = 0, (4.2) which defines our characteristic equation for the eigenvalues. We note that E 2α,2 (−λ) is an entire function of λ order 1/2α and type 1, [ [8] , p.42], and since it must be of fractional order for all 1/2 < α < 1 by classical complex analysis it must have infinitely many zeros for all such α.
Now the Mittag-Leffler function E 2α,2 (−λ) for 1/2 < α < 1 can be decomposed into two parts [7] given by 
It is obvious that . We note that this function exhibits oscillations with an amplitude which decays exponentially, since cos( π 2α ) is negative as long as 1/2 < α < 1.
The function k 2α,2 (r) is always positive due to the fact that sin(2απ) is negative for 1/2 < α < 1 and the denominator is greater than (r 2α − 1) 2 which is nonnegative for such α. Also, we have
for 1/2 < α < 1 and according to Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma [4] , the function f 2α,2 (−λ) approaches zero asymptotically as λ → ∞. Recall that the form of E 2α,2 (−λ) (cf., (2.10)) shows that as λ → ∞ its zeros as a function of λ, if any, must lie along the negative axis. Its asymptotic form as a function of a complex variable can be found in [ [6] , p. 210, eq. (22)] with the obvious substitutions. Specifically, we know that
Here t m = z 1/2α e πim/α , m is an integer, and −2απ < arg z + 2πm < 2απ. One can show directly from this that, for each λ > 0, . It also follows that the eigenvalues of our problem approach those of the Dirichlet problem for −y ′′ = λ y, as the zeros of E 2α,2 (−λ) approach those of
is an entire function of (fractional) finite order 1/2α [ [6] , p. 208], we can ascertain that, for each α, there must be a finite number of zeros along the negative λ axis whenever 1/2 < α < 1. In fact, for each such α, E 2α,2 (−λ) > 0 for all sufficiently large λ, where the λ generally depends on α. This now implies that
for all sufficiently large (positive) λ. Next, in the remaining finite λ-interval, we may have subintervals wherein
In such an exceptional interval in which g 2α,2 (−λ) < 0, call it I, (4.5) implies that f 2α,2 (−λ) = −g 2α,2 (−λ) at least twice. Hence E 2α,2 (−λ) has two zeros in I (each of which is an eigenvalue).
Denote the totality of such intervals in which g 2α,2 (−λ) < 0 by I n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N * − 1, where N * depends on α. Its value will be specified below. A glance at (4.5) shows that the n th such interval I n is given by the set of all λ such that,
In other words,
Recall, however, that (4.6) must persist for all large λ so that, insofar as eigenvalues are concerned, this list must be necessarily finite for each α from previous considerations and consists of the intervals I n , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N * − 1. We conclude that each interval I n under consideration contains two eigenvalues and their total number is then 2N * .
Estimating the number of real eigenvalues
It is worth noting again that the number of real eigenvalues is finite while the number of non-real eigenvalues is infinite (as the entire function is of fractional order for our range of α). We do not, however, address the non-real spectrum of our problem and, in the following, consider the real spectrum exclusively.
Determining the extreme points of g 2α,2 (−λ) we find,
Therefore,
are the extreme points of g 2α,2 (−λ) and at these points we have
for 1/2 < α < 1. Since we are interested in that part of g 2α,2 (−λ) where it is negative, we need to look at those extreme points arising from an odd value of k, that is,
The above considerations imply that for each fixed 1/2 < α < 1, there exists an N * (α) ∈ N such that for all N ≥ N * we have 9) and such that there is no zero of E 2α,2 (−λ) in these negative intervals of g 2α,2 (−λ), namely I n for n = N * , N * + 1, . . .. The inequality (4.9) can be rewritten as follows,
From this, for given α, we can solve for for N * implicitly and so numerically. Since f 2α,2 is decreasing and g 2α,2 is an oscillating cosine function with an exponentially decaying amplitude (as 1/2 < α < 1), there are two zeros of E 2α,2 (−λ) in each interval I n for n = 0, 1, · · · , N * − 1 in which g 2α,2 < 0.
Remark: It must be mentioned that the numerical solution of the integral appearing in the right hand side of (4.10) for fixed α can be obtained by using various library packages such as NIntegrate in Mathematica or even Maple.
Since the intervals where g 2α,2 < 0 are given by (4.8), we can readily deduce the following two results.
Proposition 4.1. The 2α-th root of the two first eigenvalues of (3.6) -(4.1), namely ρ 1 and ρ 2 if they exist, are in the intervalĨ 11) and lim α→1 |Ĩ 0 | = π, which corresponds to the classical case.
Proposition 4.2. The 2α-th root of the two largest eigenvalues denoted by ρ 2N * −1 and ρ 2N * , are in the intervalĨ 12) and lim α→1 |Ĩ N * −1 | = π. Table 1 gives numerical results for different values of 1/2 < α < 1. Using (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) we can then find the number of eigenvalues of (3.6) -(4.1). The intervals containing the 2α-th root of the smallest and largest eigenvalue are shown in the two columns on the right. Remark: Observe that the length of these intervals,Ĩ 0 andĨ N * −1 , approaches π as α → 1 − (as expected in the classical case). In addition, a glance at (4.8) shows that the asymptotic behavior of an eigenvalue, let's call it λ n (α), contained in (4.8), for fixed n, is given by
− . This corresponds exactly with the well known classical asymptotic estimate λ n ∼ n 2 π 2 as n → ∞.
Conclusion
In this article, we gave an introduction to three distinct fractional Sturm-Liouville equations consisting of various compositions of a Riemann-Liouville and Caputo fractional derivatives simultaneously operating on an unknown function. It must be mentioned that the potential function is absent in these equations for which the fundamental set of solutions have been derived.
Of these operators we distinguished one of them and solved a Dirichlet type problem completely all the while showing that, in the limit as α → 1 − we recover the two-term Sturm-Liouville problem in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Our results might set the groundwork for many semi-analytical and numerical methods such as Homotopy Perturbation Method (HPM) and Variational Iteration Method (VIM) once a potential function is introduced, through which the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of a Sturm-Liouville problem are found via the fundamental solutions of the linear part of the equation. It is also possible to implement the classical Variation of Parameters method to obtain the general solution of a fractional Sturm-Liouville equation analytically in the presence of a potential function though we have not done this here.
